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Finishing presses for the
laundry,
drycleaning
and
manufacturing industries.
Wide range of professional finishing
presses with a compact design,
combining power, functionality and
rapidity. Four different lines are
produced to allow a rational and
diversified choice, able to meet all
requirements. Presses are available
with different shaped heads and bucks
both padded (steaming head and
steam/vacuum buck; also blowing by
request) or with nickel-plated polished
head (steaming and vacuum buck). All
presses are ready for connection to
external steam and vacuum supplies.

CPS-Colox press special
Air operated presses with one plus one
button head closing complete with
head safety guard.
Highly professional, with very fast head
movement and extra strong adjustable
squeezing pressure.

CP-U SPECIAL
UTILITY SHAPE

CP-UP SPECIAL
UTILITY LEGGER
SHAPE

REQUIRED POWER

110V/1/60 Hz

110V/1/60 Hz

VACUUM EXHAUST

Ø4 in

Ø4 in

STEAM INLET

1/2”

1/2”

CONDENSATION RETURN

1/2”

1/2”

79,7 psi

79,7 psi

30,8 ÷ 55,1 Lbs/h

30,8 ÷ 55,1 Lbs/h

COMPRESSED AIR INLET

3/8”

3/8”

AIR WORKING PRESSURE

100 psi

100 psi

4,9 cubic feet/cycle

4,9 cubic feet/cycle

DIMENSIONS

49 x 45 in

49 x 45 in

NET WEIGHT

622 Lbs

633 Lbs

GROSS WEIGHT PALLET +
SPECIAL EXPORT CARTON

661 Lbs

672 Lbs

54 x 45 x 57 in

54 x 45 x 57 in

79,8 ft3

79,8 ft3

TECHNICAL DATA

STEAM WORKING PRESSURE
STEAM CONSUMPTION

COMPRESSED AIR
CONSUMPTION

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS
VOLUME

Features:
• a balanced head using special self
adjusting springs allowing optimal
alignment of head and buck;
• the head opens to an angle of 60°
- Copious and instant live steam
production thanks to pneumatic
valves for steam distribution to
both the head and buck - Easy
access to the controls with an
adjustable pedal for the maximum
comfort of the operator (CPS-U
and CP-UP).

CP-U SPECIAL
UTILITY SHAPE

CP-UP SPECIAL
UTILITY LEGGER SHAPE

Included as standard:
UP
• automatic system of the finishing
cycle;
• steam iron assembly.

U
• steam iron assembly.

AVAILABLE SHAPES
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